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Meet Dr. W

Dr. Wendasha Jenkins Hall is an educator, speaker, and consultant who provides a fresh, shameless take on sex and relationships.
Through her sexuality education brand, The Sensible Sexpert, Dr.
Wendasha champions honest, judgment-free, and pleasure-based
conversations about sexuality that unabashedly center modern Black
women and femmes. Known for her down-to-earth and relatable
delivery, she slays stereotypes and misinformation surrounding female
sexuality and womanhood, all while holding space for women and
femmes to unapologetically live their best sexual lives.
An accomplished researcher and trainer, Dr. Wendasha travels the
country sharing her expertise with diverse institutions and organizations. She presents engaging workshops that challenge participants to
consider how the intersection of race, gender, and sexuality directly
influences the sexual livelihoods of women and girls of color. Sprinkled with pop culture references and hard hitting facts, Dr. Wendasha’s workshops encourage audiences to reimagine sexuality education as a culturally competent, inclusive, and pleasure-based practice
that promotes sexual empowerment and liberation.
From Tallahassee, FL, Dr. Wendasha earned a Bachelor’s in Journalism-Visual Communications from the University of Central Florida,
holds a Master’s in Communication Management and a Ph.D. in Public Health Education from Morgan State University and the University
of North Carolina Greensboro, respectively.

“

Black women’s bodies and libidos
change as we age due to a variety of
biological, psychological and social factors that come into play in our lives,”
says Wendasha Jenkins Hall, an educator with expertise in Black women’s
sexual wellness and pleasure.
-ESSENCE, July 2019, This Is How Sex Changes As
We Age
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why choose
Dr. Wendasha...

“Dr. Wendasha knows her stuff! Her presentation centered Black female sexuality and for the
first time in a long time I truly saw myself, the good, the bad, and the ugly. I could relate to everything and she challenged me to unpack my shame around sex.
-K. , National Sex Ed Conference Attendee

“When planning the 2020 Sex Education Summit, the #1 most common feedback I received
from the 2019 event was the enthusiastic recommendation to have Dr. Hall as a plenary speaker at future events. Everyone, including my CEO, was blown away by her presentation, and
simply want more.”
-Jenna Wojdacz, Planned Parenthood of Greater Ohio

“Dr. Hall is great in presenting and teaching human sexuality. It’s one of the subjects in school
that contains many sensitivities in life, but Dr.Hall knows how to perfectly and respectfully address each topic to her students. She is awesome!!”
-Student, University of North Carolina Greenboro
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www.thesensiblesexpert.com
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